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Talk
to -
me!

The way
things are

going

will make
me change

this title

soon to

"I talk to
you!"

Please,

don't fall
asleep on

me, dear

members!
This is	 your

society

journal, a

forum where

everyone
can and

should

participate .

The above chart represents my last reporting segment concerning

our January SURVEY in Tell . The bars show you what this group
collects, more to give you a visual impression of the bulk of the
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collecting effort rather than to be too mathematically about . The covers and FOC

collecting habits follow a very similar pattern, although in much smaller numbers.

The figures indicate that only one in every fourth respondent collects cover

material in addition to individual stamps . - In retrospect, this was a good but

time-consuming exercise . If I could do it over, a more defined crystallization of

the first 60 years' issues would have been more helpful in learning more about
your Swiss collecting areas . In the same line, question 050 was not clearly for-

mulated. In effect, you can be an advanced collector (of other areas) and still

be only an intermediate or beginner in matters of Swiss philately . I failed to

establish this distinction . And, oh yes, I did forget to list "Revenues".

April issue: The reason that issue reached you late had its source in the fact that

our good old USPS had lost the cover for it . As it later turned out, it was only

temporarily misplaced . . .by using the old trick of collecting 1st class rate and

the throwing it at the bottom of the parcel post heap . It took 18 days to cover

500 miles, but would you know, for an extra $2 it would have made it in 24 hours.

In desperation I went for a backup photo which Dave's printer turned into a

pretty cover. -- I hope you enjoyed my April's Fool gag on page 124 . Generally

speaking, I find stamp collecting nowadays a touch too serious . A good laugh

seemed to be in order, at least I had fun typing it.

May cover : As announced before, this months' cover represents the most sought-

after of the retouches of the Standing Helvetia issue, Zum 88A/Ret . 21, as it

presents itself in its last phase on the final printing plates stored in the ar-

chives of the Swiss PTT . It's evident that this plate field (266 as shown) re-

ceived many "workovers" during the course of its life . Most retouching is first

required to touch up (embellish or simply "bring up" material) small areas for

xyz reasons, not the last one being metal fatigue . Unfortunately, this tampering

with feeds on itself most of the time and further interference on an ever en-

larging surface becomes necessary . The proper answer, obviously, is to make a

brand new plate, but that's an expensive proposition on a 100-stamp plate where

each image is subject to similar problems . -- To distinguish it a bit more from

the April cover, this one is turned around as you would view the stamp . -- Photo

courtesy of P. Guinand (and the Swiss PTT, of course) .

	

HR

Ernest Bergman

provided this
cover picture.

Mailed from

Zürich 29 3 43,

it somehow

eluded German

OKW censorship,
probably due

to the fact
that it was di-

rected to sail

with the
"Swiss Navy".

It did, how-

ever, get cen-
sored upon

arrival in the
United States.

No arrival

cancel to show
how long a

trip that was.
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STEHENDE HELVETIA
AN AUTHORIZED TRANSLATION PART I - INSTALLMENT 4

We present herewith some excerpts from that memorandum as they
reveal some details of interest to the philatelist . Among other

comments, one can read:

" . . . We submit that they have no right to demand payment for the first item

(350.- Fr.), as well as for the original engraving of the rejected 'Woman's

Head' (300 .- Fr .) . On the other hand, we admit that the engraving representing

the 'Grütli', specifically ordered by the department of the post . . .should be

paid for by the administration, but not the two plates prepared with the motif

of the 'Woman's Head', which should be returned to Müllhaupt . As a result, we

will agree to the billing of only five original and definitive plates with

the image of the 'Standing Helvetia' . . . ."

Subsequently, in order to recoup its costs, did Müllhaupt use these
plates, as well as any additional ones created with values of
50 centimes and 1 franc, to produce "Liberty Essays" to pass on
to philatelic collectors? In any event, it is known that the

original plates later came into other private hands.

Of special interest, particularly to collectors of essays, is the
mention that the engraving of the Grütli picture was expressly

requested by the postal department . As already mentioned, it was
public knowledge that there was a desire for a change in stamp

designs . In addition to numerous suggestions in the public press
of those days many stamp collectors had voiced their thoughts
concerning new stamps . Thus, one can read in the Swiss Illustrat-

ed Stamp Journal (Volume II, No .10 of October 22, 1880):

" . . .Since I am of the opinion that probably no Swiss stamp collector is

unconcerned about the manner in which the new Swiss values will be executed, and

voices in a specialized journal of the philatelic world should let themselves

be heard, allow me to express my view briefly : It is a fact that the Swiss

Rayon stamps of 1850 leave a very pleasant impression, brought forth despite

the rather primitive execution of the white cross in a red field . Prettiest

are the 5 and 10 Rappen (centimes) values because of their 3-color printing;

less pretty are the 2-color 'Orts-Post' ('Poste locale') stamps, as well as
the 5 Rappen (red and light blue) . Finally, most unattractive are the 1-color

stamps of 15 Rappen (centimes) . You'll notice that the absence of the red in

the shield has its unfortunate effect (as it is the red of the federal coat of
arms which makes for the essential ornament of the 'Rayons' .) Consequently, I

would have to deplore a reintroduction of the Swiss coat of arms as long as

the stamps are going to be reproduced in a single color . In the first place,

coat of arms on stamps have been used much too often and have become very

pedestrian . At times, it is of such objectionable effect, like in the case of

those distasteful sets from Bosnia, that it manages to arouse my antipathy

towards heraldry . Thinking that the white Swiss cross will be used, as a con-
sequence of such manipulation, in a variety of as many colors as can be used

in printing -- to wit with green, blue, even violet and brown fields : . . . How

much more attractive than our European stamps is the majority of the American
ones . Their beauty lays in their steel-engraved production, although done in
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a single-impression printing only . Why not for Switzerland to decide, in
leading the Old World, to adopt this method of reproduction and to deliver

something truly attractive in the steel-engraved manner, something that can-

not be achieved in mass production with the letterpress printing method . --

Thus I come to a suggestion -- which you have already read in number 7 of the

Stamp Journal -- that Swiss stamps should be produced according to the method

employed by Nicaragua . In my opinion this avenue would be preferable to any

other, and the reproduction of scenic views of our homeland would be just as

patriotic and correct as the presentation of the coat of arms . Accompanying

this are some small sketches which may give you a better feeling of how my

idea would look like . . .The landscape shown is phantasy, but I believe that it

would be commendable -- if the execution were not too costly -- to show a

different but typical Swiss landscape scene on each value . Should this not be

practical, a view of the 'Grütli' could be reproduced on all values.

A . Zschiesche

The sketches of our honored correspondent are reproduced above . However, we

have replaced the phantasy view with one of the 'Grütli' . As everyone can see,

the composition is in many ways very tasteful and well-proportioned and speaks
well for the talent of its designer ."

In the next number, dated November 22, one can read:

" . . .So that everyone can convince himself that the drawing of Mr . Zschiesche
has real value and offers distinct advantages, we have designed and had en-

graved two more sketches . There is no doubt that the latter are by far quite
inferior than the one by Mr.Zschiesche, something everyone will have to admit.
Our first illustration (Grütli) has also been greeted with pleasure by the top

administration of the post . An engraver was commissioned by them immediately
to proceed with a copper-engraving . The drawing by Mr . Zschiesche, along with
the two new ones, will be presented shortly to the Federal Council to decide

upon . We hope to be able to report on the definitive choice in our next
edition . . . ."

Postscript on November 22:

"According to our latest information, the design by Mr . Zschiesche as well as
our two additional proposals have not been accepted as subjects for the new

Swiss stamps. Conceivably they would have had more success had they been sub-

mitted earlier . What we have to report hereafter regarding our new postage

stamps is to be regarded as not yet definitive as a final decision has not
been reached due to last-minute difficulties . It is probable, though, that
nothing will modify it.

Thus, the values of 2, 3, 5, 10, 12, and 15 centimes will get a large deno-
mination figure in the center and will be produced by letterpress printing.

The renditions, as we have been able to determine for ourselves, are pleasant
and harmonious . The values of 20, 25, and 40 centimes will depict the head of
'Helvetia', as on our new coins, while the values of 50 centimes and 1 franc

will carry the picture of the 'Standing Helvetia' . Thereby, the two highest
values should be very pleasing to the eye . These five values will be printed

by the intaglio method . In one of our next editions we will be able to pre-
sent to our honored readers the final decision and hope to pleasantly

surprise you with the pictures of our beautiful new Swiss stamps ."

Although production had commenced at the printer, it could not
be said that all difficulties had been removed . Not by a long
shot . We have already reported on the complications encountered
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with the perforation . In November 1881, the daily press suddenly
started to report alleged health hazards concerning the material
used to gum the postage stamps, reports which necessitated new
analysis, tests and other concerns among the responsible parties.
They had their hands full at the mint, where finally production
had reached full swing, worse than that -- for long periods they

just had more than they could handle . In addition to the deliv-

eries being made by Müllhaupt came also deliveries from the firm
of Stämpfli, which, in the meantime, had been awarded the job
of printing the "Cross and Numeral" issue . They were operating

at full speed . As a result of some of these difficulties, the
issue date originally set for the new postage stamps, as April 1,

1881, had to be delayed to February 1, 1882.

In ordinance number 38 of March 8, 1882, from which excerpts are
reproduced herewith, the issue could finally be announced for

April 1, 1882:

"Issue of new Swiss postage stamps.

On April 1, 1882, the Swiss postal authority will issue new postage stamps . ..

in the denominations of 2, 3, 5, 10, 12 (new value), 15, 20, 25, 40, and 50

centimes and 1 franc . The types of the new stamps will be as follows:

A . For the denominations up to and including 15 centimes (letterpress printed,

on paper with blue and red fibres -- a part of the first edition was printed

on white paper) : The upper half showing a semicircular band standing before a

dark background, with the ends thrown back, and thereon the word 'HELVETIA'

in block letters ; under the periphery of this semicircle is to be found the

Swiss cross in vertical shading ; the lower half, attached to the cross and

band, contains an irregular octagon representing a shield with ornaments on

all four sides, with the inner space holding the denomination figure . Above

and on both sides of the center picture the word 'Franco' is to be found.

a . For the denominations above 15 centimes (intaglio printing and on an

all white paper) : An oval band which takes in almost the entire size of the

stamp is in a light colored tone . Inside, on a darker background, figures the

'Standing Helvetia', leaning on a shield decorated by the Swiss cross . Di-

vided between the left and the right, the band itself contains twenty-two

stars, with the word 'HELVETIA' at the top and the value in the bottom

center. Under the oval band, and appearing in the four corners, is a second

band showing on the left and right the word 'FRANCO' at the bottom and again

the denomination in the top corners.

Concerning the issuance of the new stamps, we are giving the following, more

detailed instructions:

1. The stamp control office will deliver postage stamps of the new issue to

the district stamp offices starting with the requirements for the month of

April only.

2. Concerning the withdrawal at the end of this month of the supplies of old

stamps from these offices, the district managers will receive special in-

structions in the near future.

3. From the end of this month on, i .e. for the needs of the coming months,

all district stamp offices are to deliver exclusively the new stamps to the

post offices.

4, From April 1, 1882, on, in addition to the postage stamps of the new issue,
the stamps in use heretofore will continue to be valid, and the post offices

should use up their stocks of the older stamps prior to selling the new ones.
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5 . For the withdrawal and invalidation for postal purposes of the old stamps,
instructions will be issued after an extended grace period and will be pub-

licized specially at a later date".

`with this, the saga of the creation of the new stamps came to a
conclusion, an effort that took more than three and a half years.
As one may see, innumerable obstacles had to be overcome.
Though the new issues were praised for their lovely execution
and the tasteful color selection, there was also criticism . In
particular, the perforation of the new intaglio issue was crit-

icized . The use of the 11 3/4 perforation, together with a some-

what inflexible adhesive, resulted in frequent tearing of the
perforation at the slightest pull . The 9 3/4 to 9 1/4, 11 1/2 to

11, 11 1/2 to 12 perforations subsequently used proved that
often small causes lead to many expenses and experiments to solve
the problem . The "Standing Helvetia " was produced over a period
of twenty-six years and they were valid for use as postage stamps
during forty-three years . It was the only issue of Swiss post-
age stamps that ever was produced in three different printing

plants (Müllhaupt & Son of Bern from 1892 to 1886, Max Girardet
of Bern from 1696 to 1906, and Benziger 8. Co . of Einsiedeln from

1907 on).

Thus it is not surprising that in the course of this rather long
and mutating production period, many an interesting happening
occurred, producing for the philatelists one of the most diverse
and, may we say, one of the best-loved issues of Swiss postage

stamps . But more of that in the following chapters.

(End of the historical chapter relating to the initial production
of the Standing Helvetia stamps .) To be continued.

TERMS, TERMS, AND MORE TERMS. Some "footnotes" to our translation of 5H,

continued from page 123 in the April issue.

In the course of a few hours a shell of copper grows on the face of the matrix.

This shell is then separated from its mold, gets a thin layer of tin added (on

the back) to act as a binder and the whole is reinforced or backed-up with lead.

The finished product is measured (for thickness), shaved (planed), and (yes
indeed) already touched up if necessary . For durability and as a preventive

against abrasion, scratches, and impact of impurities in ink and paper, these

plates are further reinforced (this time up front) in a nickel - or even better -
a chrome bath, the latter being harder and offering the possibility todissolve

quickly when a new plating becomes necessary . That's what steel-plating is.

Page 120: Stereotype. Same word in English as in German . Used in letterpress

printing only, is quick, coarse, and cheap . Best known from its use in your

daily newspaper (disappearing rapidly as more and more papers have or are

switching over to lithography or offset printing as it's generally called) . A

stereo is made entirely out of a lead alloy, poured in hot liquid form into a

mold that was pressed into the original form . Being of soft metal, a stereo's life

is very short as thin lines, such as rules and serifs wear out rapidly . However,

in the case of the "Cross and Numeral" issue one can hardly speak of stereotype

plates in the common sense . First of all, they used brass (much harder than lead).

The original master die, engraved in steel in positive form, was transferred at
the mint to another piece of steel, forming thus the matrix in negative form that

served to create the positive brass production stamps . At the same time they also
recreated a number of duplicate "originals" in steel to avoid wearing out the

Continued on page 154.
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exhibit the deadline is May 30, 83 and

forms can be obtained from the following
address : CO BELLESPO, c/o Ing . Giacomo
Viglezio, Via Nassa 54, CH-6900 Lugano.

AWARDS : Lots of awards have been gar-

nered over the last few weeks with
Swiss exhibits:

POLPEX-MILITARIA, Chicago : Vermeil &
AHPS bronze by R .Kenneth Eadie, Canada,
for Swiss Soldier Stamps, 1915-18 . --
Silver & AHPS certificate by Felix Ganz,

for Switzerland's Soldier "Stamps" of

WW I . -- Silver-bronze by Rudy Schaelch-
li, for The Swiss Soldier Stamps and

Military Mail 1870-1918 . -- Vermeil &
AHPS silver by Felix Ganz, for Swiss
Military Mail from 1870 through WW I . --
Vermeil and PHS res . award by Georges
Schild, Switzerland, for The Franco-
Prussian War of 1870-71.

GARFIELD-PERRY, Cleveland : Gold & a
Res . Grand for "best foreign" by Ralph
Soderberg, for Standing Helvetia . --
Silver by Howard Bauman, for booklet

stamps, 1904-60.

INTERPEX, New York: Gold & Res . Grand
by Harlan Stone, for Switzerland 1850-

81 on cover.
Congratulations to all of you . Just
keep working at those Grands, one day

they will come your way!

HOT FLASH : The non-existing Lake Michi-

gan Chapter of the AMPS will have a

meeting, with a talk, at Chicagopex 83,
on Saturday, October 15, 1983, probably

around noon . Members from the states of
IL, IN, MI, and WI, or others planning

to be in the area on that date are in-

vited to drop a card to Felix Ganz,
stating that they would attend such a

meeting . If fewer than six postcards

are received by September 15 no meeting
will be held.

BELLESPO

Bellinzona, December 2-4, 1983

Stamp exhibition, level III

For those of you who have never visited

the southern part of Switzerland where
the official language is Italian, here

is your chance to combine it with a
visit to a stamp show . If you want to

ADDRESS LABELS ON TELL : Starting with

the April issue a new label printer is

being used . If you detect any problems

with yours, or have any corrections to
make, please forward same to our secre-

tary (see his address on page 134) . Also

note that you can now tell how far ahead
you paid your dues : the number at the

top right is the year of expiration of

your dues i.e . '83 means expires 12/31/
1983.

PRINT ORDERS : The following figures
have been released by the Swiss PTT:

That's a respectable total of

247,397,000 stamps sold, representing

a revenue of 137,452,000 sFr, of

which 124,977,500 Fr . go to the PTT
and 12,474,500 Fr . go to charity.

The above 1981 figures do not include

6479 PRO AERO, a popular issue among
collectors and that in sheets of 8.

Once we have these figures we will

add it all up and ask ourselves if we
can still call this a conservative

program and what the chances are to

get any future antiques out of the
above figures .
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We are happy to show here a new vari-

ety of tête-bêches with perforated

gutters, property of an AHPS member.
They were submitted and have since been

approved by Zumstein for future catalog

lis ing . They will carry the numbers as

shown -- Special note to Fred Lesser:

Don't you spoil the fun by putting an
article into The American Philatelist

again, saying it ' s easy to manufacture

such a perforation comb in your own

workshop . . . HR

A few years back, in 1967 to be precise,
Liechtenstein's postal authorities

started a nice trend : To their last

shipment of the year of new issues to
standing order accounts they added a

lovely, specially designed and engraved
Christmas/New Year greeting card . Those

of you who kept them almost got lucky.

Michel Catalog listed them for the first
time in their 83 edition, with the 67

card listed at $62.50; However, some-

how this valuation of a gift had a bad
odor of an influenced quick-buck deal
and Michel has had second thoughts since

NEW MEMBERS
We wish to extend a hearty welcome to
all the new members that have joined

AHPS during the past few months:

2039 Havelock E . Phillips, CA

2045 John S . King, CA

2046 Jeremia E . Silbert, MASS
2047 Henry Alsberg, IL

2049 James O. Vadeboncoeur, CA

2049 Allan L. Jones, OH

2050 Jack I . Mayer, WA
2051 Alex Foltynowicz, FL

2052 John George Ochsner, NJ

2053 Edwin G . Eigel, Jr., CONN

2054 Frank A. McKeown

2055 Arnold O . Strandberg, WA

2056 Terry Howell, NY
2057 Sean Jackson, CA

2058 Robert C . Stewart, ARK

2059 Sean Kelley, VI

2060 Ann A . Brown, MICH

2061 Josef P. Bartusek, MICH

2062 Harold A . Egy, AR

2063 Paul Eric Hoffmann, TE
2064 William Laubscher, OH

2065 Anthony J. Pollizzi, CA

2066 Max Rheinberger, MIN
2067 Richard H. Winters, Jr ., TEX

2068 K .Kimmel, Switzerland

2069 Alejandro Grossmann, Mexico
2070 James E. Miller, FL

2071 Wesley F . Greiner, OH

2072 Donald E . Frein, M .D ., MISS

2073 Marc A . Shapiro, NY

2074 Lloyd Booth, PE

2075 Pierre J . Moeser, M.D., NY

2076 Elizabeth R . Payer, NY

2077 Dr . Paul Rynerson, CA

2078 Robert Franklin Sagle, MA
2079 Gene Stinchcomb, KE

and has asked its audience to disregard
the pricing of these entries.

Extreme caution is advised when

purchasing cover material containing C25a
(Zum F 24e) . A clever ass has managed

to produce fakes by lifting the right
hand portion of common C25s and re-

placing them with a piece from a C25a.

The butting of the cuts is apparently
very well done . - Use a good strong

sidelight when viewing such material.
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Warnings A new fake of a very
rare Swiss stamp has just been
seen recently . It concerns a
false "Officiel" overprint on a
"Landscapes II" of 1936 Sets.
stamp ON GRILLED GUM PAPER.
The false overprint is truly
dangerous ; but what gave the
fake away was the fact that
the stamp was used (only 50
mint copies exist according to
the Zumstein catalogue where
the item is catalogued as D II
47z (p .684)) and the postmark
read March, 1940 -- two years
BEFORE this overprint was in-
troduced : If authentic, the
piece would have been worth
$1750., or more . It cannot be
stressed enough, and again
and again that every Switzer-
land collector must Use ex-
treme caution when acquiring
any overprinted officials:

An excellent article on "Swiss
Stamp Design" (in
English, German, and French) appeared in
the January/February issue of
Graphis magazine (No .223, p.
52-58 . Author is Kurt Wirth.
Illustrations are tops, and a
few pictures of essays are in-
cluded as well

The society, as voiced through its pre-

sident, thinks it would be wise if I

were to sign my chatter in this journal,

mainly to hold the society free and

clear of any opinion I might express.
Ergo, you will see some more HR's from

now on .

	

HR

The d'Aujourd'hui STRUBEL book's Eng-

lish translation, produced by Ed Walton,

has been delivered to the over thirty

"subscribers" of this society project

in early April . It is a neat publica-

tion which matches the original book

(in German and French) in make-up and

production . AHPS members who purchased

the volume on their own in its original

form and would like to acquire the

translation, can do so by sending a

money order of S6 .00 (U.S .) to

E . C. Walton . 11 Gaiety Or . . Scar-

borough,Ontario.M1H 189. Canada.

This price includes the cost of
postage . -- It is an essential publication

for the Strubel collector, and should

be useful to every collector of Swiss

stamps.

More kudos : INTERPEX, New Yorks Mrs.

Lauretta Garabrant, Silver, for The
Swiss Souvenir Story . -- ROCKFORD : Felix

Ganz, Silver-Bronze, for National fate

card exhibit. -- Also, Irving Silverman

received a vermeil for his extremely

unusual exhibit of "The uncommon Re-

venue Stamps of Switzerland -- Fede-

ral and Cantonal" . Congratulations to

all . Members in the greater Chicago

area might want to hear Irv speak on

the more or less same subject at the
May 19, 1983 meeting of the Chicago

Philatelic Society, 7:30 p.m ., Bismarck

Hotel, Chicago, on West Randolph Street,

downtown .
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SWISS PRIMER
VIII : OTHER STAMP ISSUES by FELIX GANZ

AIRMAIL STAMPS (Flugpostmarken) : Those stamps and semipos-
tals Switzerland issued for the franking of airmail . . ..
supposedly . Unfortunately, and unlike US airmail stamps
(until they went out of existence here), Swiss airmails,
with apparent exception of the first two overprinted and
expensive numbers (ICI and C2 in Scott), always could be
used for ANY prepayment of any type of mail (and as kids
we used to love to use Swiss airmail stamps toreturn to
the lady who sent eggs to us on a semi-monthlybasis, her
crates ; to local school pals; or even on parcel tags at-
tached to our summer camp luggage . And that was in the
1930s . That way we got used airmails for our collections .)

Airmail in Switzerland started just before World War I,
when a number of air shows were held around the country,
to propagandize (and raise funds for) the Swiss aircorps.

These non-postal, but nevertheless originally necessary
labels were sold at the place of the respective air show,
and sticking them on a letter or card carried by special
flight by one of those daring early pilots, guaranteed
that such a mailed item would be flown . Others, without
the 50 or whatever centimes label, might or might not be
flown .) . Scott does not list these items ; but all Swiss
catalogues proudly enumerate them, along with their high
prices, as forerunners, and with Roman numerals.

Actual airmail stamps (the aforementioned two overprints
on the "Helvetia on the Rock 50 and 30 cts . stamps) began
in 1919 . Both are (very) expensive, and forgeries abound.
NEVER buy a Switzerland Cl or C2 without an expertization
attached.

In 1923 the first of the two existing airmail sets began
to appear, with designs by famous stamp (and other) ar-
tist and engraver Karl Bickel sr . Eleven denominations,
issued over a span of years, comprise the set which first
was printed on granite paper with flat gum . In 1929 the
design of the pilot flying in an open cockpit was replac-
ed by the "winged letter " design (35 and 40 cts .) . These
two values, as well as all other earlier denominations
except the lowest (15 cts .) after 1933 were reissued on
grilled gum paper ( and the 20 cts . additionally, in 1940,
on ungrilled chalk paper).

Changing rates necessitated all sorts of overprints, cre-
ated to get rid of the basic set's stamps . Seven basic
overprints exist, with varieties, the most famous of which
is the light red overprint, 40 on 90, of the

commemorative airmail set of 1932 for the League of Nations.

In 1941, in the middle of the war when commercial airlin-
es were not in business, the second airmail set appeared,
with landscapes and a tiny plane overhead . Two color
changes of this set came out in 1948.
In addition there were 15 other airmail stamps, many for
the benefit (with surtax) of the Swiss Pro Aero Foundation.
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Barry's page : Dedicated to prominent Swiss not yet honored philatelically . ..

The following is a lovely (philatelically non-redeeming) Swiss story which

appeared recently in THE WALL STREET JOURNAL . The story is current, but the

event took place in spring of 1800 . Napoleon, on his way to Marengo and a
crushing victory over an Austrian army, had to cross the Swiss Alps with an

estimated 40,000 man, 5000 horses, and 58 cannons . The latter were actually

disassembled, encased in hollowed logs, then dragged and rolled over other
logs (on the snow) over the pass . -- Please also note the value of a man vs.

a mule; even Napoleon had to forgo his white charger for a mule in order to
make it over the pass . -- There has been a follow-up since this article first
appeared: The village would settle for $14,600 . The French, correctly, poin-
ted out that Switzerland was awarded by the Congress of Vienna the equiva-

lent of today's $13 .8 million as reparations, paid by France, and that the
village received $7,300 of that award .

	

HR

Swiss Dun French
For the Cost of Trees
Felled by Napoleon

: a a

He Pledged to Pay for Damage
His Army Caused in 1800:
$73.3 Million With Interest

Special to The WALL STREET JOURNAL
BOURG-ST .-PIERRE, Switzerland –

Memories die hard in this Alpine village, es-
pecially the one about Napoleon's unpaid
bill .

The French leader and his army passed
through Bourg-St.-Pierre 183 years ago on
their way to Italy.

In a signed note, Napoleon promised to
reimburse the community "in full" for all
damage caused by his men, and for the use
of local labor and mules in getting his can-
non over the Grand St . Bernard mountainpass.

The village carefully preserves the letter

and annually revises the original bill–cur-
rently equivalent to $19,500–to include
interest It now adds up to $73 .3 million.

"A village delegation will be presenting
the bill to President (Francois) Mitterrand
when he visits Switzerland next week," says
Mayor Fernand Dorsaz . "It is only right
that he should honor a debt of France ." The
French president begins a three-day visit
next Thursday.

Bourg-St.-Pierre, which has a population
of 300, duly sent its bill to Paris after Napo-
leon passed through in May 1800. The village
billed the French for:

– Destruction of 2,037 trees, at six francs
each.

–Provision of 188 cooking pots, of which
80 never were returned.

- 3,150 logs used to roll the guns over t he
pass.

—Local labor, at three francs daily per
man.

– Rental of mules, at six francs daily per
animal.

There has never been a reply.
Some years ago, when the bill was a lot

smaller, a French industrialist offered to
pay the Napoleonic debt if he could have Na-
poleon's original note. The village turned
him down .
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POSTMARKS

Two post offices have been

discontinued so far during 1983. They
are :

- Landquart Ried, (GR), as of 2/1 .'
(was a private parcel

acceptance station).

- Les Jeannets (VD), as of 4/20.

Don't forget the DONATION AUCTION.

Your duplicate K or Flag cancels

would make some nice lots as well.

The following represents the latest crop
in Swiss cancels of various types.
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auction 52

	

June 10
Dear members,

Auction #52 contains some most interesting mat-

erial . I am sorry it has been so long since the last
auction, but the flow of incoming lots has been very
slow. Please support our regular auctions and par-
ticipate in the Donation Auction in the June "Tell".
I will need your donation lots by May 20th.

Catalog values are from Zumstein or estimated
retail . For this auction 1 Sfr = .49e U .S . The closing
date for auction #52 will be June 10th.

Xerox copies of any lots are available for a S .A .S .E .
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THE CORRESPONDENCE OF THE
CIVILIAN REFUGEES AND IMMIGRANTS
IN SWITZERLAND, 1939-1945,
AND ITS CENSORSHIP

By GEORGES SCHILD

Translated by Charles J . LaBlonde

Part I - Installment 2

C. CENSORSHIP TAPES FOR REFUGEE MAIL

To date only single censor tape is known for this mail . It
has the same text as the tape used for military prisoners of war,
but it was printed on colored paper and was printed one at a
time (?) in the size 101x30mm . At the lower right is a five
digit number, 44054 or 45139 . Others are still unknown . All
letters seen bearing this tape have also had Roman numbers (i .e.
XI / XII / XIII / XIV .) These are probably censor numbers.
Letters with plain brown tape, used by censors, are known from
many camps.

D. TAGS CONCERNING RATIONED ITEMS
Refugees were forbidden from sending rationed items . This was

noted in German on a green tag with black text and in French on
a dark rose tag in blue-violet text.
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E . OTHER CENSOR MARKS

There is only one example known in this category, one which
notes that censorship is unnecessary . It is on a letter from
the Italian Legation in Bern to a civilian internee in Pian San
Giacomo (work camp .)

II . THE MAIL OF FRENCH REFUGEES FROM JUNE 1940

Due to the sudden fall of France a number of civilians
entered Switzerland along with the 45th Army Corps . Most settled
in Canton Fribourg around Romont . It appears that the mail of
these civilians was postage free ; whether this was totally true
I am not sure . In any case many letters exist with the mark,
"FRANC DE PORT — INTERNE CIVIL" and similar . Examples of
censorship on this mail are unknown . Sample markings on mail to and
from these internees are shown below and on the next page.
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III . SPECIAL CAMP 1 ONSCHWARZSEE

In any discussion of military and civilian internees one
group is not included, a group about which little is known : the
so-called partisans . Nobody was sure of the status of these
people which led one high official to write on 27 .12 .43 : "One
must understand that it is difficult to distinguish between true
partisans and plunderers . One can ask if the real goal for some
partisan leaders is not anarchy leading to their own political
ends ." In other words were they military or civilian--or both?

In fall of 1944 many partisans appeared out of the Ossola
Valley in Switzerland . They were first put into a quarantine
camp in Gurnigel-Bad . There it was determined that this group
of "freedom fighters" was really a band or robbers (from a camp
commandant report of 22 .11 .44 .) After the quarantine period,
these Italian "partisans" were sent to Special Camp 1 am Schwarz-
see in Canton Fribourg . The mail which was postfree, was censored
as shown below . This censor mark is similar to one used earlier
in Büren a/Aare .

End of part I.

Continued from page 140.

master die . Interesting to note is that they did not manufacture for this issue
whole plates of 100 stamp subjects, but rather locked 100 individual brass stamps
into a form (200 in the case of the more popular values of the 2, 5, and 10 c .).

Page 122 : somewhere in the middle of the top paragraph : It says there that they
only printed 200 stamps in one pass . This is only half a form . The quotation, as
you may remember (see p . 120), called for a plate (form) size of 400 stamps.
Müllhaupt, in fact, never printed 400-up as they quoted, since their handpresses
could only handle 200-up . I assume that when they quoted for this job they had
in mind to engineer and acquire a production press to go 400-up . But as the re-
lationship between buyer and supplier deteriorated it never materialized . When
Girardet took over in 1886 they too started with handpresses, but they did pro-
ceed with the construction of a modern automated production press, with the result
that from 1900 on the SH was printed in forms of 400 stamps in one pass .
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Continued from page 127 in April issue.

Other countries, like Israel, have badly deteriorated in the opposite direction as

a result of continuous devaluations of their currency . If you are a regular buyer

of Swiss stamps from Swiss dealers it would probably pay in the long run to take

the sting out of some of those currency fluctuations by maintaining a certain

fixed amount of Swiss francs in a Swiss bank account and replenish it when the

exchange rate is in favor of the Dollar . But this is just a gimmick, maybe not
worth the trouble to you.

Catalogs: How do we know what's in an advertised price? We consult our catalog,

of course, what a banal question! Yes, but you might be using the wrong catalog.
For a serious collector of Swiss stamps nothing short of the current Zumstein will

really do it, with a Zumstein Spezial as a backup . Scott can't hack it for you

(except for a few juicy pieces), Michel is always in the stratosphere with its

prices, Helvetia, although handy, is way off, by current market anywhere between
20-30% as its 82 prices in $ were established at a time our greenbacks were at

their lowest ever . Unfortunately, Helvetia is quoted a lot these deys in US auc-

tion catalogs, distorting the picture somewhat.

At this point I want to switch to a subject I promised since

months to cover : CTO. I must confess that I have never heard

that term until it showed up in the September 82 issue of Tell,
but the way it was presented made my open my mouth . For reasons
still not too clear to me, it was like opening Pandora's box, I

got lectured on the subject to no end . At one point I had the

feeling the Swiss airforce would swoop down soon and bomb this
California forest creature who does not want to believe . In all
seriousness, Erwin Auf der Maur urges me to tell you a few

facts of life not as "written by Scott" . I will do so hereafter,

but I am afraid it will not close the subject . Part of the
problem can be attributed to semantics, I am sure, but let's see

what Erwin is trying to tell us . It started like so in the September issue:
" . . .in the US 'CTO' has a somewhat notorious tinge . . .due to very superficial, unob-

jective information about cancellations through the American 'philatelic bible', . . .
. . .no favor cancels on Swiss stamps! . . . According to common international stand-
ards the term 'CTO' does not exist!" . . . The first statement refers to the Scott
catalog's page xi, 2nd paragraph under "Remainders and Canceled to Order" . Please
read it once or twice, but while you are at it, read also the 2nd to last

paragraph under "Prices" on page iv . The last sentence of that para is up for grabs, as
we will see later . The second statement of "no favor cancels on Swiss stamps" is
not quite true : we have at least some Sitzende Helvetia remainders that were sold
with an official AUSSER KURS cancel on them. As to how the Zum F25, that were
sold individually, and several issues for the international offices inGeneva
which were all canceled wholesale in sheet, should be classified, I leave up to you.
The same goes for all new issues that can be ordered from the Swiss PTT canceled,
without having to go through the mail . What's the difference now between these

stamps and the ones from Mongolia? In one case the cancel is preprinted on the
printing press and the stamps sell at huge discounts from face value and in the

other the cancel is struck with a regular official hammer and the stamps sell
at face value . Neither one will ever see a mail sorting machine, but is one
nobler than the other? The Swiss think so, at lest judging by the reaction I
received. However, we are not here to argue, we are here to learn, and I will

extract hereafter the pertinent points from Erwin's messages:

" 1 . Who's fault is it that Americans get gun-shy whenever they hear or see CTO,
start smelling a red herring and think of something illegal? Due to the monster

print orders of new issues practiced in the US the American collector is simply
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swimming in postally used material, a situation that made him lose any sight
and feeling for the special needs of other countries . It's probably also as a

result of that situation that Scott is mixing up "favor cancellation" with
"CTG", and tops it with such a stupid pointer, that one can spot a CTO by the

presence of the gum.

2. Tell me what I would have to do to supply my subscriber clients of VATICAN,

numbering several hundred, with postally used material . And do you think the
few hundred bureaucrats in the Geneva offices generate enough mail to supply

all interested collectors on this planet with authentically used material? Try

once to put together a complete collection of such used stamps, I tell you,

even if you were to use all the ugly smeary cancels (which is the norm) such
a collection is not possible . And try to sell to a collector in Switzerland

such postally used material, a polite "no thank-you" is all you'll get . One

exception : Stamps on real official covers.

3. A translation of the term "CTO" (canceled to order) does not exist, neither

in the German, French nor Italian language . CTO is only executed on valid ma-
terial at an authorized office, like UPU stamps have to be canceled at the

UPU desk. And what do you call a strike on an unaddressed FOC? It's a pure

CTO . In England, for example, CTO on single non-affixed stamps and sheets is
not allowed by the PO . Yet, substantial numbers of CTO canceled stamps with
mint gum prove that the regulation is constantly circumvented . Over-franking
of shipments, with sheets attached by the selvage only, apparently does the
trick.

4. "Favor cancel" (Gefälligkeitsstempel) is something completely different . The
largest producer of this kind is the PHILATELICA UNGARICA who prints the "can-
cellations" on the same printing press as the rest of the stamp, some even
directly on paper without gum . Best customers of those printing works are

Mongolia, Poland, Romania, Bulgaria, and others . And who's the biggest custo-
mer of such philatelic garbage : the USA and Japan .

	

To be continued.

The Swiss PTT has announced

the following new issues:

May 26, 1983

Special stamp

150th Anniversary

of the Canton of
Basel-Land

Designed by

Celestino Piatti

Rotogravure by

Courvoisier S.A .

May 3, 1983
EUROPA CEPT

Theme : Works
of Human Genius

40 c. Celestial
Globe

80 c . Cog Railway

Designed by

Hans Hartmann

Engraved by
MaxMüller

Web intaglio by
PTT Print . works

May 26, 1983
PRO PATRIA

Inn Signs

20+10 c . Lion Inn
40+20 c . Cross Hotel

70+30 c . Tankard Inn
80+40 c . Auberge "Au

Cavalier"

Designed by
Bruno Scarton

Rotogravure by
Courvoisier SA.
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MY FAVORITE COVER

In 1980, I attended the 31st Annual Rocky Mountain Philatelic Exhibition
in Denver, Colorado . This is normally a fine exhibition, and quite enjoy-
able to attend.

From one of the dealers, I purchased a packet of commercial covers for
about $4 .00. After putting them into my bag, I went about my rounds,
hoping to find something really good or special . "LITTLE DID I KNOW . . ."

Later at home, I went through all items purchased . The last items I
went through were the covers. One cover was a commercial cover sent to New
York, registered from Basel on 7/1/48, arrived in New York 10/1/48, and was
mailed Air Mail.

The stamps used were one Zum #124, 30 + 10 c Pro Juventute and seven
Zum #29, 50 c Air Mail . It was then I took a closer look at the Air Mail
stamps. Six out of the seven were the Zum #29/pf . 1 full white roof
varieties . The other, or seventh stamp is a partial white roof . All the
F .D., or Commercial Covers I have, or have looked at, this is the only one
with errors on it . This is one of my truly favorite covers . It taught me
to keep my eyes open and be far more observant.

In the future, I hope to do articles on Errors and Varieties in 'TELL".
With your questions, criticism, and help we both can and shall grow more
knowledgeable in our hobby .

By Mac

One of the latest Swiss flag cancels issued to pub-1

licize a music festival in Schaffhausen shows this
rather modernistic design . Can anyone shed any light

on what the graphics represent? Contest anyone for
the best title . My entry : A Hampfele Töön . . .
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COLLECTORS OF U . S . "HELVETICA." By Felix Ganz

H E L V E T I A

	

Wisconsin.

the cover
illustra-
ted here
should be
one of the
tougher

U.S. Helvetica to
acquire,
and if a
member
has added
informa-
tion on
this lo-
cality orits sett-

lers, then please contact the associate editor of TELL . What
IS known about this manuscript postmark? Well, the town or
hamlet of HELVETIA, Wisconsin, according to Wisconsin postal
history information, did have a postal facility from 1870 to
1877 ; but it is not known at this time if all correspondence
from there received a ms . marking, or if another, stamped-
on postmark vere was available . The latter is doubtful be-
cause the date on the letter is given as September 11, 1877,
the year in which the p .o. was discontinued.

Helvetia, WI is said to have been located in Waupaca County,
west of Green Bay and Appleton, WI ; but details are unknown.
And since the letter is addressed to an apparently Scandi-
navian-origin pastor (Anderson) to "Waupaca Co . p .o ." it is
puzzling to think of the existence of another p .o . in that
same county which, from its town names of Scandinavia, or
Norske and Northland, seems to be more Scandinavian settlers '
territory than Swiss:

Any information will be very much welcome . Thank you.

JAN DONKER WANTS YOU

A .H.P .S . National Convention - Boston 1983

Exhibition forms for the Boston Show have been sent out to those who requested
them . So far I have received seven requests and the exhibitions to be shown
thus far show a nice cross-section of Swiss and Liechtenstein material . Not
yet received are inquiries from our younger (under 21) members . Come on,
young ladies and gentlemen, show the philatelic world what you can do . At the
date of this writing, hotel forms have not yet been received but will be for-
warded as soon as possible . Over the years we have collected the names and
addresses from persons, interested in Swiss philately in the Boston area.
Nearing the date of the show we will contact all those people by mail and ask
for participation and help for the show . But why wait that long ; please
contact Jan Donker beforehand and offer your help . Thanks beforehand.
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